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a b s t r a c t 

Patient-derived tumor xenograft (PDX) is now largely recognized as a key preclinical model for cancer research, 

mimicking patient tumor phenotype and genotype. Immunodeficient mice, well-known to develop spontaneous 

lymphoma, are required for PDX growth. As for all animal models used for further clinical translation, a ro- 

bust experimental design is strongly required to lead to conclusive results. Here we briefly report unintentional 

co-engraftment of mouse lymphoma during expansion of well-established PDXs to illustrate the importance of 

systematic check of the PDX identity to avoid misinterpretation. Besides, this quality control based on complemen- 

tary approaches deserves a more detailed description in materials and methods section to ensure experimental 

validity and reproducibility. 
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Patient-derived tumor xenograft (PDX) model is largely recognized

s a powerful model for preclinical anticancer drug testing. Establish-

ent and expansion of patient fresh tumor tissues into mice provide an

ccurate depiction of human tumor biologic characteristics [1] . Obvi-

usly, to avoid immune rejection of human transplants by the mouse

ost, PDX models have to be generated into immunodeficient mice dis-

laying at least T cell deficiency, as the pioneer nude mice, the SCID

utated or RAG KO mice or more complex multigenic immunodeficient

ines [2] . The most appropriate immunodeficient mouse model has to be

elected according to several factors: characteristic of immune system

omponents (recipient B cells, NK cells, complement, leakiness with ag-

ng), demonstration of higher engraftment rates, propensity to develop
✩ Nonstandard abbreviations: Patient-derived tumor xenograft (PDX). 
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DX metastasis, but also genetic background strains with different dis-

ase susceptibility, including spontaneous tumors [2] . The risk of devel-

pment of spontaneous mouse tumors, most often lymphoma, could be

 confounding factor, leading to misinterpretation of preclinical data. 

In this context, we illustrate here a potential bias of experimental

esults through unintentional co-engraftment of mouse lymphoma cells

ith human tumor xenograft when passages of a well-established human

veal melanoma derived xenograft, emphasizing the absolute need of

ystematic check of PDX tissue. Indeed, a uveal melanoma PDX was sub-

utaneously engrafted the same day from 2 Crl:NU(Ico)- Foxn1 nu ( nude )

ice into 28 CB-17/Icr- Prkdc scid /Rj (SCID) for PDX expansion with the

im of anticancer drug efficacy testing. Because of higher robustness,
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Fig. 1. Challenging quality control of PDX 

tissue: example in the case of mouse tumors 

within or in place of expected human can- 

cer tissue (here mouse lymphoma and human 

uveal melanoma) Magnification x10. 
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ude mice are routinely used for PDX in vivo banking while SCID mice

re selected to promote metastasis development [3] . When growing tu-

ors reached a volume of 40 to 200 mm 

3 , mice were randomly assigned

o the control or treatment groups as usually done for drug assay. From

1 to 14 weeks after engraftment, 14 mice, including 10 already in-

luded in experimental groups, displayed dehydration, weakness asso-

iated with progressive wasting/emaciation. At necropsy, general tis-

ue pallor, large tumors at the engraftment site and splenomegaly were

bserved, without lymphadenopathy. Histological examination demon-

trated that subcutaneous masses were a collision tumor consisting of a

elanoma and a lymphoma and that splenomegaly was due to diffuse

ymphomatous infiltration. Human origin for this lymphoma was un-

ikely, as Epstein–Barr virus-associated human lymphomas have been

eported in first passages of human solid tumor xenotransplantation in

ighly immunodeficient mice like NSG [4] . In situ hybridization with

lu probe specific to primate cells confirmed that the SC tumor mass is

omposed of human melanoma cells but with non-human mouse lym-

homa cells. Finally, PCR assay detected Foxn1nu mutation in collision

umor and splenic lymphoma, confirming the nude origin of lymphoma.

hus, mouse lymphoma cells were already present in the ‘donor’ PDX

umor and concomitantly engrafted into recipient mice with the human

ancer tissue, grew in parallel with the human cancer cells and dissemi-

ated to the spleen. It is particularly noteworthy that the subcutaneous

nitial growth profile of ‘mixed’ PDX was similar to that of the parent

DX: no statistical difference was noted for the tumor size at the inclu-

ion time compared to previous experiments. Thus, this inclusion time,

eflecting tumor growth rate, could not be used here as a warning sign

o identify invalid PDXs. 

Careful screening of all PDX tumor samples is imperative to identify

pontaneous mouse tumors in PDXs to avoid the loss and misuse of valu-

ble PDX models. As spontaneous mouse lymphoma in immunodeficient

ouse strains are not rare [5-6] , people involved in PDX bank man-

gement are used to facing mouse lymphoma tissue instead of expected

DX during transplantation step. Macroscopic aspect of tumor tissue be-

ore engraftment is helpful because of usual gray brittle appearance for

ouse lymphoma. Nevertheless, despite attentive visual inspection of

umor sample, this macroscopic examination does not guarantee the ab-
2 
ence of mouse tumors. Thus, when maintenance of a bank of colorectal

DXs, which were serially transferred from generation to generation into

ice, we had retrospectively observed a ‘mixed’ tumor ( i.e . containing

umor cells from both mouse and human origins) at passage P10 which

ad led to a pure mouse lymphoma at passage P12. More precisely, we

ave previously reported in a series of 157 samples from 157 differ-

nt PDX models frozen after routine visual check that the proportion of

ouse cells was 100% in 7 samples (5%) [7] . Consequently, when the

amples are composed of mixed PDX and mouse tumor tissue, the risk

f problematic ‘mixed’ samples would be superior to 5%. Human origin

f tissue can be also easily checked by molecular biology using species

pecific primers for human housekeeping genes or specific for exclusive

rimate sequence Alu but one more time with no guarantee that sam-

les are mouse tumor-free. In the above-mentioned series of the 150

DX, we had noted that mouse host cells were found in all specimens

ith a median proportion of 9%, ranged from 0.5% to 38% according

o tumor types and samples, but without confirmation of normal or tu-

oral mouse components using this approach. In the present case, this

CR approach using species specific primers could have led to erroneous

onclusion since human melanoma tissue was present in the engrafted

umor pieces but mixed with highly proliferating mouse lymphoma cells

 Fig. 1 ). 

Consequently, every PDX tissue used for routine tumor passage and

rug testing experiments should be carefully checked for its real nature,

oth at the beginning and at the end of the experiment. Histological

xamination or molecular analyses (short tandem repeat analysis, pres-

nce of Alu sequence, expression of human and mouse housekeeping

enes…) are complementary approaches to attest the proper identity of

he growing tissue. This verification and the way it is done should be

learly mentioned in Material and methods section but this is never the

ase today. Regular lack of detail in experimental methods and outcome

easurements results in low reproducibility based on provided informa-

ion, as reported in a review of 145 articles on tumor-graft experiments

8] , at a time when lack of reproducibility in scientific and preclini-

al field is an increasing concern. A checklist of minimal information

as been specifically established for PDX use to promote reproducibility

n research studies using these models [9] , including a quality assur-
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nce module. Nevertheless, the criterion ‘ Tumor confirmed not to be of

ouse/EBV origin ’, while considered as an essential attribute in the PDX-

I list, is not recommended to be done neither in every sample nor at

very passage. This recurrent validation remains a key point to exper-

mental validity, all the more important when 1 × 1 × 1 (‘one animal

er model per treatment’) approach is implemented in newly designed

PDX trials’ [10] . 
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